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Abstract. This paper presents an approach for collective activity recog-
nition. Collective activities are activities performed by multiple persons,
such as queueing in a line and talking together. To recognize them, the
action context (AC) descriptor [1] encodes the “apparent” relation (e.g.
a group crossing and facing “right”), however this representation is sen-
sitive to viewpoint change. We instead propose a novel feature represen-
tation called the relative action context (RAC) descriptor that encodes
the “relative” relation (e.g. a group crossing and facing the “same” di-
rection). This representation is viewpoint invariant and complementary
to AC; hence we employ a simplified combinational classifier. This paper
also introduces two methods to accelerate performance. First, to make
the contexts robust to various situations, we apply post processes. Sec-
ond, to reduce local classification failures, we regularize the classification
using fully connected CRFs. Experimental results show that our method
is applicable to various scenes and outperforms state-of-the art methods.

1 Introduction

Collective activity recognition is one of the most challenging tasks in computer
vision. Since collective activities (e.g. queueing in a line, talking together or
waiting by a street intersection) are performed by multiple persons, it is often
hard to differentiate them only by appearance of the individual. Hence, recent
works exploit the contextual information of nearby people [1–8]．

When exploiting the contextual information of nearby people, it is required
to answer the following question: “How to describe human relationship?” To
answer the question, the action context (AC) descriptor [1] represents “appar-
ent” relation (e.g. two persons who are queuing and facing “left” as shown in
Figure 1). Such an apparent relation descriptor is suitable when appearance
is specific to the target activity. For example, a waiting group is more likely
observed from an anterior view rather than from a right view in an image. How-
ever, an apparent relation descriptor is sensitive to viewpoint change. To solve
the problem, we develop a novel “relative” relation descriptor called the relative
action context (RAC) descriptor. A relative relation descriptor encodes relative
relation (e.g. two persons who are queuing and facing the “same” direction as
illustrated in Figure 1), therefore, it contains invariance under viewpoint change
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Queuing and facing left for both persons Queuing and facing back-right for both persons≠

Queuing and facing should be the same direction

Fig. 1. How to describe human relationship? There are two approaches to describe
human relationship: an apparent relation descriptor that encodes apparent relation
in an image (e.g. queuing and facing “left”, queuing and facing “back-right”), and a
relative relation descriptor that encodes relative relation (e.g. queuing and facing the
“same” direction). The former can encode appearance specific to the target activity,
however, it is sensitive to viewpoint change, while the latter is robust to viewpoint
change as well as consistent within the same category of collective activity.

as well as consistency within the same category of collective activity. Note that
Choi et al. [4, 5] also propose relative relation descriptor, however, these meth-
ods exploit only poses (e.g. facing right) rather than actions (e.g. “talking” and
facing right); hence they cannot encode apparent differences between activities.
Furthermore, since AC and RAC descriptors represent human relation from a
different standpoint and they are complementary, we employ a simplified com-
binational classifier, so as to obtain stable performance in various scenes.

We also introduce two methods to accelerate performance. First, to make the
contexts robust to various situations, we apply the following two post processes:
threshold processing and Gaussian filtering. When extracting a histogram-style
context, Yang et al. [9] use sparse coding that not only allows the representation
to capture salient properties of images but also achieves lower quantization error,
so as to outperform the recent works [10, 11]. Inspired by [9], we use threshold
processing to extracts salient properties from noisy contexts, and employ Gaus-
sian filtering to relax quantization errors. Notice that recent works [9–11] use
unsupervised histogram derived from the bag-of-words representation, while our
work uses supervised histogram calculated by a multiclass classifier.

Second, we employ fully connected CRFs [7, 12, 13] to obtain the consistency
in a group. Unlike recent works that optimize collective activity recognition via
graph structures [2–6], our model assumes that all the persons in a frame are
related, and describes their relationship as potentials that vary depending on
the scale of features, in order to handle various group shapes. Our model has
similarities to [7], however differs from it in exploiting the data in only the current
frame rather than those in the entire video, so as to apply online applications.

In summary, the contributions of this paper are 1) to develop a novel relative
relation descriptor called the relative action context (RAC) descriptor that is
invariant under viewpoint change; 2) to employ a simplified combinational clas-
sifier of AC and RAC descriptors to obtain stable performance in various scenes;
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3) to make the contexts robust to various situations using simple post processes;
4) to obtain robustness to local classification failures using fully connected CRFs
that assume all the relationships among the people in a frame. Experimental re-
sults show that our proposed method not only applies to various scenes but also
outperforms state-of-the art methods [1, 4, 5, 7].

2 Group Context Descriptor

This section first explains an apparent relation descriptor (section 2.1), then
presents a novel relative relation descriptor called the relative action context
(RAC) descriptor (section 2.2), and finally examines how to combine the appar-
ent relation descriptor and the relative relation descriptor (section 2.3).

2.1 Apparent Relation Descriptor

An apparent relation descriptor encodes apparent human relationship on images.
For example, there exists a queuing group on an image, the group is more likely
seen from a right view rather than from an anterior view. In this case, it is
important to describe the appearance that persons queuing and facing to the
right extend transversally. Such apparent relations are useful when the apparent
relations are specific to the target activity. Our model uses the action context
(AC) descriptor [1] to represent apparent relation.

AC descriptor is per-person descriptor, and each descriptor is calculated by
concatenating the following two feature descriptors: one is the action descriptor
that represents the action of the focal person, and the other is the context
descriptor that captures the behavior of nearby people, as illustrated in Figure 2.

The action descriptor has a bag-of-words style. Instead of using raw person
descriptors (e.g. HOG [14]), we describe the action descriptor generated by out-
puts of a multiclass SVM classifier associated with action labels. Using the score
returned by the SVM classifier, the i-th person is represented as the following
K-dimensional vector: Fi = [S1i, S2i, ..., SKi], where K is the number of action
classes, and Ski is the score of classifying the i-th person to the k-th action class.

After the action descriptor is computed for each person, the context descrip-
tor is calculated by integrating the action descriptor of nearby people in the
“context region”, as illustrated in Figure 2. The context region is further di-
vided into M regions (called “sub-context regions”) in space and time, then the
context descriptor is represented as the following M ×K dimensional vector:

Ci = [D1i, ..., DMi]

=
[

max
j∈N1(i)

S1j , ..., max
j∈N1(i)

SKj , ..., max
j∈NM (i)

S1j , ..., max
j∈NM (i)

SKj

]
, (1)

where Dmi is called the “sub-context descriptor” representing the context in the
m-th sub-context region of the i-th person, and Nm(i) indicates the indices of
people in the sub-context region.

Finally, the AC descriptor of i-th person Ai is computed by concatenating
its action descriptor Fi and its context descriptor Ci: Ai = [Fi, Ci].
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Fig. 2. Illustration of AC descriptor. AC descriptor is calculated by concatenating its
action descriptor and its context descriptor. The context region is further divided into
sub-context regions in (a) space and (b) time.

2.2 Relative Relation Descriptor

A relative relation descriptor encodes relative relationship between the focal per-
son and others. For example, when the focal person is facing right and another
person is facing left, the relative relation is defined as facing the “opposite” direc-
tion. This descriptor cannot represent apparent relations specific to the target
activity, however, it contains invariance under viewpoint change (e.g, camera
rotation), and consistency within the same collective activity.

Similarly to [2], we define actions by concatenating poses and activities (e.g.
talking and facing right). This means that the action descriptor and the sub-
context descriptor areK(= U×V ) dimensional vectors, where U is the number of
activity classes and V is the number of pose classes. Using U and V, we redefine
the action descriptor Fi, and the sub-context descriptor Dmi in Section 2.1:

Fi = [S1i, S2i, ..., SKi]
= [S11i, S12i, ..., Suvi, ..., SUV i] , (2)

Dmi =
[

max
j∈Nm(i)

S1j , ..., max
j∈Nm(i)

SKj

]
=

[
max

j∈Nm(i)
S11j , max

j∈Nm(i)
S12j , ..., max

j∈Nm(i)
Suvj , ..., max

j∈Nm(i)
SUV j

]
. (3)

Our proposed descriptor (the relative action context (RAC) descriptor) is calcu-
lated by shifting AC descriptor based on the pose of the focal person, as shown
in Figure 3. First, the pose of the i-th person v̂i is calculated from the person de-
scriptor (e.g. HOG [14]) using a multiclass classifier. In terms of the pose v̂i, the
i-th person’s relative action descriptor F̂i and the relative sub-context descriptor
D̂mi are defined as

F̂i =
[
S1v̂ii, ..., S1V i, S11i, ..., S1(v̂i−1)i, ...,

SUv̂ii, ..., SUV i, SU1i, ..., SU(v̂i−1)i

]
, (4)

D̂mi =
[

max
j∈Nm(i)

S1v̂ij , ...., max
j∈Nm(i)

S1V j , max
j∈Nm(i)

S11j , max
j∈Nm(i)

S1(v̂i−1)j , ...,

max
j∈Nm(i)

SUv̂ij , ...., max
j∈Nm(i)

SUV j , max
j∈Nm(i)

SU1j , max
j∈Nm(i)

SU(v̂i−1)j

]
. (5)
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Fig. 3. Illustration of a method for constructing RAC descriptor from AC descriptor.
RAC descriptor is calculating by shifting AC descriptor based on the pose of the focal
person. When the focal person is facing right and another person is facing left in
AC descriptor, another person is defined as facing the “opposite” direction in RAC
descriptor.

The relative context descriptor of i-th person Ĉi is computed by concate-
nating its relative sub-context descriptor: Ĉi = [D̂1i, ..., D̂Mi]. Finally, the RAC
descriptor of i-th person Ri is computed by concatenating its relative action
descriptor F̂i and its relative context descriptor Ĉi: Ri = [F̂i, Ĉi].

2.3 Combination of Descriptors

After extracting the apparent relation descriptor (AC descriptor) and the relative
relation descriptor (RAC descriptor), we transform them into probabilities via
softmax transformation, and combine them via the MAX rule [15]:

ŷi = arg max
yi

Pi(yi) s.t. Pi(yi) = max
k

Pi(yi|dk), (6)

where Pi(yi) is the probability that the activity of the i-th person is yi, Pi(yi|d1)
is the probability calculated from the apparent relation descriptor, Pi(yi|d2) is
the probability computed from the relative relation descriptor.

3 Methods to Accelerate Performance

3.1 Post Processes: Context Conversion

In order to make a histogram-style context (e.g. Ai, Ri) robust to various sit-
uations, we employ the following two post processes: threshold processing that
allows the representation to capture the salient properties from noisy context;
Gaussian processing that reduces quantization errors.

Threshold Processing: Given a histogram-style context, we execute the fol-
lowing threshold processing to each score s: ŝ = s (if s > α) or 0 (otherwise),
where α is a threshold. Threshold processing makes the contexts sparse and al-
lows the representation to be specialized. In implementation, we define α = 0. Ai

and Ri are the scores returned by the SVM classifiers, therefore, this threshold
value implies that we exploit only the properties of present actions.
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Gaussian Filtering: When converting continuous volume into quantized vol-
ume, quantization errors can be problematic. To relax such errors, our method
executes the following Gaussian filtering to each score s: ŝ = [sl, s, sr] · [ 14 ,

2
4 ,

1
4 ]T ,

where sl is the left neighbor score and sr is the right neighbor score. For example,
when s is a score of talking and facing right, sl is a score of talking and facing
back-right, and sr is a score of talking and facing front-right.

3.2 Regularization using Fully Connected CRFs

In order to reduce local classification failures, we impose smoothness by applying
fully connected CRFs [7, 12, 13]. In particular, our model not defines human
relation as heuristic but assumes that all the persons in a frame are related and
describes their relation as potential that vary depending on the scale of features,
so as to apply various group shapes. The observed data of the detected persons
are defined as x = {x1, ..., xN}, where xi is the observed data of the i-th person
and N is the number of detected persons in a frame. Let the corresponding
activity labels be defined as y = {y1, ..., yN}. A conditional random field (x,y)
is characterized by a Gibbs distribution: P (y|x) = 1

Z(x) exp(−E(y)), where Z(x)
is the partition function, and E(y) is the Gibbs energy:

E(y) =
∑

i

ψu(yi) +
∑

i

∑
j>i

ψp(yi, yj), (7)

where ψu(yi) is the unary potential and ψp(yi, yj) is the pairwise potential.
The unary potential ψu(yi) is defined as ψu(yi) = − log(Pi(yi)), where Pi(yi)

is the probability that the activity of the i-th person is yi. The pairwise potential
is defined in terms of the positions pi and pj , and weight w:

ψp(yi, yj) = wµ(yi, yj) exp
(
−|pi − pj |2

2θ2

)
, (8)

where µ(yi, yj) is the label compatibility function given by Potts model [16]:
µ(yi, yj) = [yi 6= yj ]. Note that we normalize positions by the minimum height
of all the persons in a frame, and describe human relationship as relative value
rather than absolute value, to obtain robustness to a difference in perspective.

Our model defines the pairwise potential as Gaussian kernel, therefore, in in-
ference, it is possible to apply highly efficient approximated inference algorithm
via mean field approximation and high-dimensional filtering [12]. This reduces
the calculation cost to linear to the number of the detected persons N . In learn-
ing, the kernel parameters w, θ are estimated. Due to non-convexity of kernel
width θ on log-loss criterion, it is hard to optimize it globally, therefore, we use
grid search from the training set with cross-validation.

4 Experiments

Collective Activity Dataset: We evaluate our model on the collective activity
dataset [4]. This dataset consists of 44 short videos of crossing, waiting, queue-
ing, walking and talking. The videos were recorded under realistic conditions,
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including camera shaking, background clutter and transient mutual occlusions of
persons. All the persons in every 10th frame are labeled with the ground truth:
pose, activity and bounding box information. We use the same leave-one-video-
out scheme described in [1, 4, 5, 7], and report activity recognition results on a
per-person basis. We use a linear SVM (e.g. LIBLINEAR [17]) as a classifier,
and its parameters are set according to cross-validation in the training set.

Evaluation of the Group Context Descriptors: To evaluate our proposed
group context descriptors, we demonstrate the two experiments: (1) comparison
among the three group context descriptors (AC descriptor, RAC descriptor, and
the combination of them), (2) comparison among the post processes (threshold
processing and Gaussian filtering). Note that the focus of these experiments is
evaluating each factor of group context descriptors. In this evaluation, we assume
that persons are detected without errors, i.e., use ground-truth person locations.

The quantitative results are summarized in Table 1. Since the test set is
imbalanced about activity classes and the difficulty of recognition is different
among videos, we report overall, mean per-class and mean per-video accuracies.
The quantitative results are competitive between AC descriptor and RAC de-
scriptor in Table 1, however, the applicable scenes are different as presented in
Figure 4. When apparently similar groups exist in the training data, AC descrip-
tor is useful, however, when viewpoint change occurs, RAC descriptor is more
useful. The combination of AC and RAC descriptors can handle both applicable
scenes as illustrated in the top three rows of Figure 4, and exceeds AC and RAC
descriptors in terms of number, as shown in Table 1. However, it is hard to han-
dle the scene where the multiple groups are overlapping as shown in the bottom
row of Figure 4. Note that we also evaluated other combination methods such as
the MIN, Product, Sum rules [15], and an SVM classifier for the AC and RAC
descriptors: [Ai, Ri]. All of them performed slightly worse than our approach.

To evaluate our proposed post processes, we compare classification accuracies
with and without threshold processing or Gaussian filtering, in Table 1. Both
AC and RAC descriptors have the highest accuracies using Gaussian filtering
after threshold processing. This implies that relaxing quantization errors after
extracting salient properties is the most effective. We also evaluated the other
smoothness method such as mean filtering: ŝ = [sl, s, sr] · [ 13 ,

1
3 ,

1
3 ]T . It performed

worse than our approach because it smoothens properties to excess.

Comparison with state-of-the-art Methods: We also compare our method
with the recent methods [1, 4, 5, 7]. To compare fairly, we apply the pedestrian
detector in [18] to detect the persons, similarly to [1, 4, 5, 7]. Experimental results
are shown in Table 2 and Figure 5. Here, we report the regularizing classification
result using CRFs. It exceeds the result without CRFs, since this model reduces
local classification failures. Note that the approach of [7] needs the data in the
entire video to obtain the spatial and temporal consistency, and the approach
of [5] needs the 3D trajectory data of each person to apply 3D MRF, while our
method does not need the surplus data.
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Table 1. Comparison of group context descriptors: AC descriptor (the first row to the
fifth row), RAC descriptor (the sixth row to the tenth row), and the combination of
them (the eleventh row to the twelfth row). Comparison of post processes: threshold
processing and Gaussian filtering. The characters T, G, TG, GT indicate threshold pro-
cessing, Gaussian filtering, Gaussian filtering after threshold processing, and threshold
processing after Gaussian filtering.

Method Overall Mean per-class Mean per-video

AC 71.1 69.0 63.3
AC + T 73.0 71.2 64.7
AC + G 71.5 69.3 64.0

AC + TG 74.0 72.2 66.3
AC + GT 73.0 70.9 64.9

RAC 71.4 69.4 65.0
RAC + T 72.3 70.4 66.6
RAC + G 72.5 70.7 66.4

RAC + TG 73.1 71.4 67.4
RAC + GT 72.6 70.8 66.8

Combination (AC + RAC) 73.2 71.2 66.4
Combination (AC + TG) + (RAC + TG) 75.1 73.1 68.6

(a) Ground truth (b) AC (c) RAC (d) Combination
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Fig. 4. Qualitative results of collective activities recognition using group context de-
scriptors: (a) ground truth, (b) AC descriptor, (c) RAC descriptor, (d) the combination
of them. The labels C (magenta), S (blue), Q (cyan), W (red), T (green) indicate cross-
ing, waiting, queueing, walking and talking. Top three rows show examples of successful
classification and a bottom row shows examples of false classification.
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Table 2. Comparison of activity classification accuracies using different methods. Top
eight rows show the results using only group context descriptors, and bottom four
rows show the results regularized by graph structures. Our apparent relation descriptor
(AC + TG) outperforms state-of-the art apparent descriptor (AC in [1]). Our relative
relation descriptor (RAC + TG) also exceeds state-of-the art relative descriptors (STV
in [4] and RSTV in [5]). Moreover, the combination of them surpasses them.

Method Mean per-class

HOG 50.0
STV in [4] 64.3

RSTV in [5] 67.2
AC in [7] 67.4
AC in [1] 68.2

RAC + TG 68.5
AC + TG 71.3

Combination 71.9

STV + MC in [4] 65.9
RSTV + MRF in [5] 70.9
AC + FC-CRF in [7] 72.2

Combination + CRF 73.2

0.61 0.11 0.02 0.26 0.00

0.04 0.84 0.02 0.10 0.01

0.02 0.08 0.86 0.03 0.01

0.30 0.08 0.08 0.51 0.04

0.02 0.08 0.13 0.01 0.77

Average Accuracy: 71.9%

cross wait queue walk talk

cross

wait

queue

walk

talk

0.63 0.11 0.01 0.25 0.00

0.04 0.87 0.01 0.09 0.00

0.01 0.07 0.89 0.02 0.00

0.31 0.09 0.08 0.49 0.03

0.02 0.08 0.12 0.00 0.78

Average Accuracy: 73.2%

cross wait queue walk talk

cross

wait

queue

walk

talk

(a) Combination (b) Combination + CRF

Fig. 5. Confusion matrices for activity classification with and without CRFs: (a) the
result with the combination of AC + TG and RAC + TG, and (b) the result with
the combination + CRF. In the confusion matrices, rows represent ground truths and
columns represent predictions. Each row is normalized to sum to 1. Note that walking
vs crossing is still ambiguous in our model, because these activities often depend on not
human relationship but environmental settings: a sidewalk or a pedestrian crossing.

5 Conclusion

This paper has described the novel relative relation descriptor called RAC de-
scriptor, as against an apparent relation descriptor such as AC descriptor. Owing
to its “relative” relation description, the proposed RAC descriptor is viewpoint
invariant and consistent within the same category of collective activity. AC and
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RAC descriptors are complementary in human relation representation; hence we
employ a simplified combinational classifier, so as to obtain stable performance
in various scenes. We also introduce two methods to improve performance. One
is post processes that make the contexts robust to various situations, and the
other is regularizing classification by fully connected CRFs that assume all the
relationships among the people in a frame. Finally, our experimental results on
the collective activity dataset demonstrate that our method recognizes collective
activity stably in various scenes and outperforms state-of-the art methods.
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